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Theoretical Background of a Series RLC Circuit 

We consider a series RLC circuit composed of an inductor L, a capacitor C and a small 

resistor Rs, typically of about 10Ω. In addition, the inductor has its own resistance RL from the 

coil windings and RL can be also as large as 70 Ω. Thus, the total resistance Rt = Rs + RL can 

be on the order of 80 Ω. 
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1. Steady State Frequency Response of a Series RLC Circuit 
– 1st Experiment.  
 
You probably recall that a series RLC circuit acts like a “ band pass” filter, exhibiting a 

big peak of the current when the driving frequency f is equal to the resonance frequency f0 ≈ 

1/[2π(LC)1/2].  Let us drive the series RLC circuit with an ac sinewave voltage source Vin(f) = 

V0sin(2πft) as shown in the circuit diagram below. Let is monitor the voltage VRs on the small 

series resistor Rs using the Hewlett Packard DMM in its ac volt mode.   Warning! - the HP 

32201a  DMM  does not respond to frequencies much above 300 kHz so it makes no sense to 

extend frequencies above 150 kHz! This voltage VRs has a big peak around the resonance 

frequency f0 as shown below.  
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Recall that the reactance of the inductor is XL = jωL = j2πfL,while the reactance of the 

capacitor is XC = 1/jωC = -j/2πfC. The total “ impedance” of the series RLC circuit is Z = Rt + 

j(2πfL - 1/2πfC) and the magnitude of the total impedance: 

Z= [Rt
2 + (2πfL - 1/2πfC)2 ]1/2 .    (1) 

Now we can partially understand the frequency response. First at very low frequencies, 

the capacitor acts like an open circuit; thus the total impedance Z goes to infinity and there 

is no current flowing through the circuit and hence no voltage across the series resistor, Rs. In 

the opposite limit of very high frequencies, the inductor acts like an open circuit. Again there 

is no current in the circuit, and hence no voltage across the series resistor, Rs. At the 

resonance frequency, the reactance of the capacitor Xc cancels the reactance of the inductor 

XL leaving only the small resistance of Rs and the resistance of the coil windings, RL. Now a 

large current flows through the circuit of magnitude V0/(Rs + RL) and a large maximum 

voltage Vmax now appears across the series resistor Rs, namely Vmax = V0Rs/(Rs + RL). And the 

resonance frequency f0 is found by setting XC = XL, yielding f0 ≈ 1/[2π(LC)1/2]. So, this is the 

nice “ hand waving” argument that explains the behavior of the “ peak” at the resonance 

frequency f0. 

But there are still some non trivial calculations to perform now. Say we measure the peak 

voltage Vmax at the resonance frequency f0. We can also measure the two frequencies where 

the voltage across our series resistor Rs is only 70.7 % of Vmax. One frequency will be 

somewhat lower than the resonance frequency, which we will denote as fLow. The second 

frequency will be somewhat higher than the resonance frequency, which we will denote as fHi. 

 The following details are always quoted in textbooks without proof. The “ Q” of the RLC 

circuit is defined as Q = f0/(fHi – fLow). We can measure the Q of our circuit experimentally. 

Note that the Q is also defined in terms of the effective reactances and resistances: Q = XL/Rt 
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≈ 2πf0L/Rt. Theoretically, fHi – fLow = Rt/(2πL). Thus, if our resonance curve is symmetric, 

then the 70.7% Vmax points should occur at the frequencies:  

fHi = f0 + Rt/(4πL) , fLow = f0 - Rt/(4πL) , with f0 ≈ 1/[2π(LC)1/2]. (2) 

Since we can find L from the resonance frequency and since we can measure Rt with an 

ohmmeter, it should be easy to calculate “ one half of the frequency band width - Rt/(4πL)” 

and compare it directly with measurements. 

How does one prove Equation (2)?  Here is Ralph’s crude argument. To obtain the 70.7% 

Vmax points, then Equation (1) must equal: 

21/2Rt = [Rt
2 + (2πfL - 1/2πfC)2 ]1/2 or    (3a) 

Rt
2 = (2πfL - 1/2πfC)2 ,   or    (3b) 

Rt = (2πfL - 1/2πfC)   .      (3c) 

Rearrange terms to get this quadratic equation: 

22π2LCf2 - 2πRtCf – 1 = 0      .     (3d) 

The roots of the quadratic equation: af2 + bf + c = 0   (3e) 

are given by:   f = { -b + [b2 – 4ac]1/2 }/2a   (3f) 

If Rt is small and using physical insight, then the realistic root of f 

is this one:  fHi = 1/[2π(LC)1/2] + Rt/(4πL)  or  (3g) 

  fHi = f0 + Rt/(4πL) .    (3h) 

Thus, the text book claim for the 70.7% Vmax point is correct! And physical intuition 

gives us: fLow = f0 - Rt/(4πL) .     (3i) 
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2. Transient Frequency Response of a Series RLC Circuit – 
2nd Experiment 

 
We again use the same series RLC circuit but we replace the sinewave voltage source 

V0sin(2πft) of Experiment 1 with a dc battery and  an “ on-off” switch in this experiment. The 

dc battery and switch is equivalent to “ hitting” the RLC circuit with a SQUARE WAVE of 

very low frequency of 1 Hz/sec, which allows many periods of the oscillation to appear in 

the “ transient decay” curve before a new change of the square wave will occur. As you might 

guess, we can monitor the voltage on the small series resistor Rs with the HP oscilloscope in 

order to capture the decay response of the circuit or try to capture the decay response using 

the ADC Card. The figure below represent the under damped response of the RLC circuit: 

 

 

 

 

By applying Kirchoff’s voltage law, we can write the voltage as a function of time (t = 0 

when the switch is closed) as: 

VR(t)
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V(t) = L(di/dt) + q/C + Rti .     (4) 

Differentiating and rearranging Equation (4) yields   

0 = d2i/dt2 + (Rt/L)(di/dt) + (1/LC)i .    (5) 

Let us assume a special solution for the current: 

 i(t) = i0exp-t/τsin(ω0t + ϕ).     (6) 

Note that this solution assumes that the current oscillates at some angular frequency ω0 = 2πf0 

which we now need to determine. Hopefully f0 ≈ 1/[2π(LC)1/2]. But the oscillations are 

damped or attenuated by an exponential decay term exp-t/τ, and hence we need also to 

determine the characteristic decay time τ. The solution is straight forward but very messy. 

Here are some details for determining ω0 and τ. 

We need to substitute i(t), di/dt and di2/dt2 into Equation (5). We then group all the terms 

involving cos(ω0t + ϕ) together and set the sum of all their prefactor terms to zero. This step 

will give us an unique value for the characteristic decay time τ. We then group all the terms 

involving sin(ω0t + ϕ) together and set the sum of all the sine prefactor terms to zero. This 

will give us an unique value for ω0, also using τ which we just found. As a example, using 

Equation (6), we find for di(t)/dt: 

 di(t)/dt = (-1/τ)i0exp-t/τsin(ω0t + ϕ) + i0ω0exp-t/τcos(ω0t + ϕ). (7a) 

 di2(t)/dt2 = (-1/τ)2i0exp-t/τsin(ω0t + ϕ) + (-ω0/τ)i0exp-t/τcos(ω0t + ϕ) + 

  (-ω0/τ)i0ω0exp-t/τcos(ω0t + ϕ) - ω0
2i0exp-t/τsin(ω0t + ϕ) . (7b) 

When we force the prefactors of all the cos(ω0t + ϕ) terms to zero, we get the amazing result 

for τ that:  

  τ = 2L/Rt = 1/[(fHi – fLow)/π] ,    (8) 
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so the characteristic decay time τ is inversely related to the frequency locations of the 70.7% 

points! And when we now force the prefactors of all the sin(ω0t + ϕ) to zero, we find the 

surprising result that: 

  f0 = (l/2π)*[1/(LC) + Rt
2/(4L2)]1/2 ≈ 1/[2π(LC)1/2]   .  (9) 

So there is very nice self consistency between the two different  experiments. 

We have one last important check of physical units. Note that capacitance C has units of 

Coulomb/volt or c2/J. The units of inductance L are volt sec/amp or J sec2/c2. And resistance 

R has units of volt/amp or J sec/c2. For the delay time τ = 2L/Rt. its units are (J sec2/c2)*(c2/J 

sec) = seconds, fine! And for the “ band width” = (1/2π)*(Rt/2L), its units are cycles/second, 

fine! For the resonance frequency f0, the units scale as 1/(LC)1/2 or 1/[(J sec2/c2)*(c2/J)]1/2 = 

cycles/second, again appropriate units for frequency.  

 

The RLC Circuit and Experiments 

The RLC series circuit is simply – a resistor Rs of about 10  Ω in series with an inductor 

of 10 mH (having an internal coil resistance of RL of about 66 Ω) in series with a capacitor C. 

We currently are using two different capacitor C values, one value is 1 nF that gives a 

resonance frequency f0 of about 50 kHz and a second capacitance value of 10 nF that gives a 

second resonance frequency f0 of about 16 kHz. But, we can easily replace either capacitor 

with one of larger value, say 100 nF = 0.1 pF, that would give a f0 of about 5 kHz only! Now 

consider using the ADC Card of Computer Boards that has a sampling frequency fs of about 

110 kHz. For each cycle of the RLC circuit, the board can sample about 20 points if C = 0.1 

pF. Thus using your FFT algorithm or Discrete Fourier Transform program, we should be 

able to identify the resonant frequency f0 of the RLC circuit, without using a scope to capture 

the transient decaying response of the circuit! Let’s try. 
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Other possible experiments are these: 

a) Measure the frequency response of the series RLC circuit using the function generator   

and digital multimeter DMM under computer control. Find the bandwidth B and 

compare its value with the theoretical prediction.  

b) Measure the transient response of the series RLC circuit using the function generator 

to produce a very low frequency square wave and using the scope to capture the 

response curve with its 1024 digital points. Determine the resonance frequency f0 and 

the decay time τ. 

 

LabView Hints: National Instruments have written some simple drivers for the 

Hewlett Packard Function Generator, the HP 33120A. You can use the LabView icon 

entitled “ HP33120 Initialize” as well as the icon “ HP3312- wf conf” and the icon 

“ HP33120 Zout” to have the wave function generator output a 1000 Hz sine wave of 1 

Vpp amplitude, for example. 

 

Warning! The Hewlett Packard Function Generator has a crazy scheme for 

determining the magnitude of the output voltage. The magnitude depends whether 

your circuit has a 50 Ω input impedance or an “ open circuit” (no load or infinity input 

impedance) input impedance. If the function generator’s output is measured with “ no 

load” connected, then the output voltage will be approximately twice the displayed 

amplitude. If you need to know the value of the output amplitude, connect a scope 

directly to the output of the function generator to determine its magnitude! See pages 

40 & 281 of the “ User’s Guide”. We recommend using the “ open circuit” option.  


